
BOEING 737-SERIES

TOWING 

Introduction:

The 737Series can be towed with a conventional tow tractor using a towbar that mates with the nose gear tow fitting. 
Tow tractor size, which is dependent upon specific towing conditions, can be determined using Figure 09-1 and 
Figure 09-2. The tow fitting on the nose gear is shown on Figure 09-3. Airplanes are delivered with a cross bolt 
installed in the tow fitting so a tow bar with a claw type coupling can be used.

All 737 tow fittings are dimensionally similar, therefore, 737 claw type tow bars will mate properly with all models 
of the 737 family of airplanes which have the cross bolt installed. However, shear and torque values vary for the 
many 737 models.

The tow bar should have fuse pins installed with a nominal shear protection not to exceed the maximum push-pull 
towing loads (see Figure 09-5) and 61,500 inch-pounds torsion. Tow bars intended for use on all 737 models should 
meet the allowable load data and interface information given in drawing C09002 - Data Sheet - 737 Tow bar Design. 
Consult the applicable Airplane Maintenance Manual for details. Also, a ground power cable and intercom cable 
would be desirable.

A special eyebolt (F72719-500) can be installed at the bottom of each main gear for use in towing during abnormal 
conditions. Two eyebolts and associated cable assemblies are required for each airplane.

Braking Distance:

Tow tractor braking distance is dependent on several factors. Some of the more important factors include the initial 
velocity of the tow tractor, surface grade, surface conditions, airplane weight, tractor weight, rolling resistance and 
load distribution.

Basic engineering equations may be used to estimate reasonable stopping distances, however, because calculations 
require a good deal of specific tow tractor design data, it is recommended that tow tractor manufacturers be 
contacted and the required information requested.

Towbarless Towing:

Several ground support equipment manufacturers have developed unique vehicles to replace conventional tow 
tractors and tow bars. These vehicles are generally referred to as towbarless tow vehicles (TLTV) because they 
move airplanes without the use of a tow bar. Instead, the airplane's nose wheel is picked up and held by the tow 
vehicle. The nose gear load effectively increases the traction of the tow vehicle. Currently, towbarless towing is only 
being used for pushback and maintenance towing. No airlines are using TLTVs for dispatch or revenue towing of 
loaded airplanes. See Boeing Towbarless Towing Service Letter 737-SL-09-002. Attached to this Service Letter is a 
towbarless vehicle test assessment criteria document for use by airlines or TLTV manufacturers. The steering 
system must still be deactivated for towbarless towing operations.

Ground Support Equipment:

(1) Tow bar - Specification per Drawing Part Number C09002
(2) Tractor - See Figure 09-1 and Figure 09-2. (28,000 Gross Vehicle Weight, 20,000 Drawbar Pull) (typical)
(3) Lockpin - Nose Gear Towing Lever Drawing Part Number A09003
(4) Towbarless Tractor- per D6-56872, Towbarless Towing Vehicle Assessment Criteria (attached to 737-SL09-
002-A)

Maximum towbarless tow loads, torques and steering angles are 80% of conventional tow bar maximum towing 
loads (see Figure 09-5). This reduction is needed because of the absence of load/shear protection in the pick up 
devices of many TLTVs. Airplanes operated under JAA regulations, must have over-steer indication or protection 
systems installed on the vehicle. See Service Letter 737-SL-09-002 for details. JAA towbarless towing restrictions 
do not apply to older 737-100/-200/-300/-400/-500 airplanes.









CAUTION: DEPRESSURIZE NOSE GEAR STEERING BEFORE TOWING AIRPLANE. FAILURE TO 
COMPLY COULD RESULT IN DAMAGE TO NOSE GEAR STEERING ACTUATOR.

Ground Maneuvering:

A lever for the steering metering valve is provided to deactivate steering and allow towing of the airplane without 
depressurizing the System A hydraulic system or disconnecting the nose gear torsion link. Lockpin A09003-2 is 
used to lock the nose landing gear steering lever during towing procedures. When towing the airplane at angles 
greater than 78°, disconnect the nose gear torsion link to prevent damage to the hydraulic steering system. If an angle 
in excess of 90° is required, disconnect the nose gear taxi light wire.






